Further to our advisory bulletin on *Renewed piracy attacks off Somalia*, the Club would like to remind Members of the risk of exposure to attacks while transiting high piracy areas. Since June 2017 the Club has recorded four separate piracy related incidents off the coast of Nigeria and Malaysia. These attacks resulted in the kidnapping of the crew and theft/attempted theft of cargo.

In addition to referring to the most recent version of the *Best Management Practices for Protection against Somalia Based Piracy (BMP4)* we encourage Members’ to register their company and vessels (dependent on the area of operation) with the Regional Cooperation Agreement on Combating Piracy and Armed Robbery against Ships in Asia (ReCAAP ISC), IMB Piracy Reporting Centre (IMB PRC), the Maritime Security Centre – Horn of Africa (MSCHOA) and the United Kingdom Marine Trade Operations (UKMTO).

The afore mentioned bodies can assist operators:

- **ReCAAP** promotes and enhances cooperation against piracy and armed robbery in Asia by exchanging information among contracting parties on incidents of piracy and armed robbery.

- **IMB PRC** acts as a single point of contact for shipmasters trading worldwide whose vessels have been attacked or robbed by pirates. All information received is immediately relayed to the local law enforcement agencies requesting assistance. Information is also immediately broadcast to all vessels in the Ocean region.

- **MSCHOA** provides 24-hour manned monitoring of vessels transiting through the Gulf of Aden, east coast of Africa and Indian Ocean areas. In addition, it provides the latest anti-piracy guidance and allows vessels to register their movements through the region.

- **UKMTO** provides Maritime Safety Guidance (MSG) for vessels operating in the Voluntary Reporting Area (VRA). The information circulated includes information of suspect vessels in the VRA and any maritime incidents which may affect your vessel/s.

We also recommend that Members consult the following articles, published by the Club, for more information:

- *Humanitarian support of seafarers and their families in cases of armed robbery and piracy attacks*
- *Revision of piracy High Risk Area in the Indian Ocean*
- *Piracy FAQ’s – Updated*
- *Surge in Piracy attacks*